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India is setting itself up for a third wave of Covid-19
Manavi Kapur

Provided by Quartz Patients suffering from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
receive treatment inside the emergency ward at Holy Family hospital in New Delhi

On his first day of fieldwork, on April 19, Shivam Pratap Singh was tasked with
bringing an oxygen cylinder to the office of the NGO he was volunteering with. The
27-year-old master’s student at Tata Institute of Social Science soon found himself in
hours-long lines to refill cylinders.
It was one of many encounters Singh, like millions of other Indians, would have with
the country’s swiftly unravelling healthcare system.

“We stood in queues at oxygen refilling stations for 13-14 hours, and sometimes even
that would not lead to anything,” Singh recalls. On one occasion, he and other
volunteers were waiting in the queue at a filling station in Delhi from 6am to noon,
only to be lathi (baton) charged by the police for crowding and allegedly
participating in the black market.

Singh says he saw caregivers completely broken from countless days of hunting for
oxygen. “I saw many people crying helplessly,” he says. “One has to remember that a
filled oxygen cylinder can weigh up to 70 kg, and carrying it alone is no easy feat. I
saw people whose shoulders were bleeding from carting the cylinder around, and they
had no choice but to continue standing in queue for this.”
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Provided by Quartz The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak in New Delhi
Hauling oxygen cylinders for Covid-19 patients took a toll on their families and

caregivers.

While Singh was standing in increasingly desperate lines, the Delhi government was
embroiled in a bitter legal tussle with the Narendra Modi government over oxygen
allocation. The city also lacked a war room to triage emergent cases—a gap that soon
proved glaring.

“The triage has to be created by the government so that those of us offering aid on the
ground are not saddled with an ethical dilemma,” Singh says.

Delhi, the nation’s capital, should have been better prepared for the Covid-19
disaster that slammed India in April and May, especially considering how it was
wreaking havoc in Mumbai and parts of rural Maharashtra before then. But the
government was MIA, leaving NGOs, nonprofits, and people like Singh to make
life-or-death decisions: who would get an oxygen cylinder or a life-saving treatment,
and who would not.

Whether there has been enough systemic change as a result of that second wave to
prevent or even mitigate a third is a crucial question, whose answer remains to be
seen.

Ignoring early warning signs of Covid
For many Indians, it felt as though the second wave of Covid-19 came out of nowhere.
In large cities, life had returned to a pandemic “normal” since January. Weddings,
religious holidays, and even political rallies carried on in person, as though the
country had miraculously proved wrong the world’s doomsday predictions.

After all, one of the most populous countries in the world had in February recorded
just under 20,000 cases, when countries like Brazil and the US were tracking upwards
of 100,000 a day. India’s low case counts led policymakers—including prime minister
Modi and health minister Harsh Vardhan—to declare victory over the pandemic.
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Come April, it became clear that said victory was nothing more than the calm before
a cataclysmic storm. Not only did India surpass its own previous peak of 98,000 cases
a day, it soon crossed the US’s peak to become the country with the worst Covid-19
daily figures. Week after week, the country hit grim milestones—from 100,000 cases a
day on April 4 to 400,000 on May 1.

All the while, the states of West Bengal, Assam, Kerala, and Tamil Nadu, and the
union territory of Puducherry, held elections, political battlegrounds that became a
visual nightmare for those watching the Covid-19 numbers go up.

Photos from the Kumbh Mela, the world’s largest Hindu congregation, with people
gathering in the millions, did not help curb these worries. In the northern state of
Uttar Pradesh, school teachers were forced to appear for village election duties,
costing more than 1,600 of them their lives.

Provided by Quartz The world's largest Hindu congregation, the Kumbh Mela, took
place in central India while the second wave of Covid-19 raged on.

The world’s largest Hindu congregation, the Kumbh Mela, took place in central India
while the second wave of Covid-19 raged on.

From just a few hundred cases in March, Covid-19 cases in Delhi crossed 25,000 a
day starting April 18, a 900% surge in new infections in just 18 days. The city’s
infection rate went from less than 1% to nearly 38% in just over four weeks.
Seemingly overnight, Delhi found itself in Covid-19 hell.

The Covid tsunami that swept Delhi
For those in distress, social media was the only functioning cog in the entire
healthcare support mechanism.

Tehseen Poonawalla, entrepreneur and activist, and his wife Monicka Vadera
Poonawalla, who had undertaken relief work for sex workers during the first Covid
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wave, were actively responding to SOS calls on Twitter. (Poonawalla is not related to
vaccine baron Adar Poonawalla.) “In the second wave, when we started seeing
people dying for lack of oxygen, it completely shook us up,” he says. “How can a
country striving to be a global economy not have oxygen for its citizens?”

Provided by Quartz A patient suffering from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
waits to get admitted outside the casualty ward at Guru Teg Bahadur hospital, amidst

the spread of the disease in New Delhi, India.

In New Delhi, the capital of the country, the areas outside emergency rooms were
teeming with patients in April.

By May 1, the situation became so dire that even large hospitals were running out of
oxygen. Delhi’s popular Batra Hospital lost 12 lives in one night, among them a
senior doctor.

Through his network and resources, Poonawalla began arranging for oxygen beds
and filled oxygen cylinders wherever he could. “I personally sent my vehicle to
Punjab and Rajasthan, where our drivers would wait for 30-40 hours, fill up the tanks,
deliver these to the hospitals, and go back to make the same trip,” he explains.

“Never forget, we even paid the government goods & services tax on these
transactions.”

Similarly, organizations like Hemkunt Foundation and some Sikh gurdwaras in Delhi
began setting up makeshift oxygen camps for critical patients who needed care while
they waited for a hospital bed. Smaller NGOs also roped in young students to
coordinate beds, refill oxygen cylinders, and find medicines.

In smaller towns, autorickshaw drivers like Bhopal’s Mohammad Javed Khan
modified their vehicles into makeshift oxygenated ambulances. In some states,
families reported paying thousands just to ferry patients to hospitals, and people like
Khan offered their services free of charge to offset some of the economic suffering.
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“Our biggest failing as a country was the lack of empathy for our fellow citizens. The
government patted its back too early for controlling the pandemic and there was a
complete lack of scientific approach,” says Poonawalla.

“We all knew the second wave was coming and we suffered because of the lack of
wanting to look at it and be prepared for the worst.”

Poonawalla was among the countless good Samaritans using personal
resources—their network, time, and money—to find everything from anti-viral
medication and oxygen cylinders to ICU beds.

“We had real-time WhatsApp groups checking for beds and other supplies,
coordinating between hospitals and caregivers and patients. This is something the
government could have easily implemented with the help of its bureaucrats,” he says.

This unrelenting tide of cases in Delhi—and states like Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar
Pradesh, and Punjab—translated into deaths that even crematoriums and graveyards
were not prepared to handle. Most cremation centers in Delhi and cities like Surat in
Gujarat were operating round-the-clock, metamorphosing entire metropolises into
cauldrons of grief and loss.
All the while, it was becoming harder to even get tested for Covid-19.

The struggle for basic healthcare
“I got sick at the peak of the second wave in Delhi NCR and all testing centers had
run out of kits. I think I started looking to get tested on a Friday but was told no kits
were available till Monday morning,” recalls Yashaswini Mathur, a 24-year-old
resident of Gurugram.

“Finally, someone in our housing society who had a ‘contact’ at a testing center got
someone to come on Monday and he collected about 20 samples, including mine.”

Provided by Quartz Spread of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in Ahmedabad



During the second wave, Indians for struggling for access to basics like oxygen.
Mathur’s was in no way an isolated incident. By mid-April, doctors had begun
treating patients even without Covid-positive tests, especially given that the results of
an RT-PCR test would take up to four days to arrive. In most cases, those who got
successfully tested had a “contact.”

“During this time, a common phrase floated around a lot was that ‘the worst
punishment in this country is to be poor,’” says Delhi resident Nikita K Gupta, a
senior consultant at a human resources consultancy.

“The corollary to that: In order to survive in India, one needs money and contacts.”
After trying for several days to find a test, as Mathur did, Gupta gave in and dialed
someone in her network to help her.

“We called 13 labs and nobody even answered their phones,” says Ruchita
Chandrashekar, a behavioral health researcher and psychologist.

“Finally, we called one of my flatmates’ uncles in Lucknow who had to pull some
strings and call a lab.”

Consulting a doctor was another Herculean task; only after trying three doctors did
Chandrashekhar find one who was willing to give her a consultation over WhatsApp.

“The doctors were also so drained and exhausted that they weren’t exactly proactive.
It was a textbook prescription that wasn’t customized to patients,” she says.

By this time, parking areas in hospitals were flooded with patients on stretchers,
waiting for their turn to receive some form of medical attention. Soon even knowing
someone in the highest political echelons would be of little use. On April 27, Ashok
Amrohi, a former Indian diplomat, died in the parking lot of Medanta Hospital in
Gurugram after waiting for an oxygenated bed for nearly five hours. India’s foreign
minister offered condolences, but even a high government functionary could not come
to the former diplomat’s rescue.

In fact, some diplomatic missions in Delhi sent out SOS calls on social media to
volunteers like Srinivas BV, a Youth Congress politician, asking for his assistance for
oxygen cylinders. Meanwhile, some Indians struggled to get even the basics to
manage fevers, let alone access to life-saving drugs.

The wild hunt for remdesivir and Fabiflu
“I was very surprised about the wait for medicines, honestly. At one point,
paracetamol 650 [a household drug for fevers] was unavailable, which is something I
never thought could happen,” says Mathur.

Similar experiences were reported by nearly everyone caring for Covid-19 patients at
home in April and May. “Our prescription had drugs like Fabiflu and it was a
complete strain to look for it with chemists and beg on Twitter,” Chandrashekhar
says.



Leading doctors in India were also critical of the government’s Covid-19 treatment
protocol, which included drugs such as Fabiflu and ivermectin that did not improve
outcomes in patients.

“Medical advice at this time was definitely very confusing because there was a lot of
conversation online about what works and what doesn’t. But you’re also so anxious
and scared as your symptoms get worse, even though they are mild, but you don’t
know what to do if your doctor insists that you find Fabiflu,” Chandrashekhar says.

Similarly, intravenous drugs like remdesivir and tocilizumab were scarce, and
caregivers were left to their own devices for procuring these drugs in the open market.
This, naturally, created a black market for drugs and even equipment like flow meters
and oxygen masks. “A flow meter costs up to Rs2,000 ($27) and I saw it being sold at
chemists for Rs8,000-Rs18,000,” says TISS’s Singh.

This black market existed despite the fact that by mid-April, governments in Delhi and
elsewhere began regulating the supply of essential drugs, and stopped their sale in the
open market. By an official count, over 170,000 people lost their lives between April 1
and May 31, the peak of India’s second wave. The number of deaths in just these two
months was greater than the total death toll up until April.

With figures like those, it was only natural that nearly everyone in India—and among
the diaspora abroad—knew of at least one distant friend or relative suffering from
Covid-19.

“It’s not easy to get through a day after hearing about the deaths of at least two
people one would have known in their lifetime at some point of time,” Gupta says.

And it’s that much harder when you lose a parent while you’re thousands of miles
away.

Death and the impossibility of grieving
Sakshi’s 67-year-old father-in-law, living in Bengaluru, was in perfect health and
even tested negative on an RT-PCR test towards the end of April. But in early May, he
began experiencing disconnected symptoms such as swelling in his legs. By May 29,
he had died.

In the course of that one month, Sakshi, a product manager at a software company in
Melbourne, and her husband were frantically organizing care for her father-in-law
from afar.
“We never got to know what medicines he was given. We were told how he was doing,
once a day, sometimes once in two days—by a coordinator (not a doctor, not a
nurse),” she says.

“His phone used to get discharged, we couldn’t get in touch with him. He had stopped
replying to messages and calls because he was on oxygen support and seriously ill.”

Her mother-in-law, brother-in-law, and his family, all living in Bengaluru, would try
to coordinate locally, while Sakshi and her husband attempted to reach the hospital



for updates in the morning. Every day, a doctor or a nurse, even those who were
empathetic, would give the family conflicting information about how sick he was.

“Till date, we keep thinking what we could have done—he was absolutely alone while
fighting a deadly disease. It was his first and last time in a hospital in his life,” Sakshi
says.

“No friends and family around him. He couldn’t speak for the weeks he was there
because he was constantly on an oxygen mask. He did not get a single chance to say
anything to us in those two weeks. By the time we were told he was critical, he had
probably died. We don’t know,” she adds.

Sakshi’s family’s ordeal didn’t end there. While her father-in-law was cremated
without much hassle, her family had to struggle with the last rites for her
grandmother in Delhi, who also died from Covid.

“A relative had to stand in a queue for five hours to get a token for her cremation,
and then two of her sons were allowed to cremate her, after waiting in a queue
again,” she says.

Provided by Quartz Witnessing COVID chaos in India's hospitals, graveyards and
crematoriums. Urns with ashes of those who died of Covid-19 in India, waiting to be

immersed in the river according to Hindu rites.

Student volunteers working with TISS’s Covid-relief helpline reported up to five calls
a day from non-resident Indians coordinating care for their elderly parents back
home in India. Even those living in India, but locked down in different cities, felt
helpless and nervous for their parents.

“I tried to go really deep into work and it was a welcome distraction because it kept
me busy not fretting about my parents from 2,200 km away,” says Jayati, a
31-year-old executive with a technology company.



“I was extremely anxious about how we would manage if we needed a hospital bed or
oxygen.”

If there was one impression the second wave left with many Indians with it was that
they were on their own. “By the way things are going, there will most certainly be a
third wave. There will be good Samaritans who help out but it will eventually be up to
you to ensure you don’t die,” Jayati says. Only by remembering these lessons can
India prevent another catastrophe.

Lessons from the second wave and the Spanish flu
Health experts, and even government expert groups, have warned that India’s third
wave of Covid-19 is almost imminent. To mitigate the disaster of the second wave,
healthcare systems must be alert for any spike in cases.

“A wave on an epidemiological curve is really a tsunami of suffering in the real world;
we need to prevent it,” says Dr Swapneil Parikh, physician and author of The
Coronavirus Book.

“If we scale out vaccinations on a war footing then that will help reduce infections
and should decouple increasing cases from increasing hospitalizations and deaths in
those who are vaccinated.”

Those who observe pandemics believe that outbreaks can end in many ways. One
measure is vaccinations, which can induce the desired level of herd immunity.

Another possibility is a virus mutating to a less lethal variant. “The 1918 influenza
pandemic broke out in two waves in India and two possible theories of why it went
away are herd immunity and virus mutation,” explains Chinmay Tumbe, assistant
professor of economics at the Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad, and
author of The Age of Pandemics.

Tumbe finds many similarities between the Spanish Flu of 1918 and the Covid-19
pandemic. “It was similar to 1918 though not as bad as it was then, when some 20
million people perished. In both cases, the second wave was lethal, which led civil
society to step in and help as the public health system collapsed,” he says.

These similarities exist also in part because history and its lessons are forgotten.
Tumbe says that past pandemics have proven that they come in waves, that systems
must remain alert with each wave, and that tracking viral mutations is important. One
also has to be guarded against arguments of “natural immunity, because India lost 40
million people between 1817-1920 due to cholera, plague, and influenza pandemics,”
he says.

Those grim numbers—as well as the grief, loss, and suffering of Covid-19’s second
wave—must act as a cautionary tale for pandemic management. “Even as the second
wave is ebbing, thousands of Indians are still dying every single day,” Parikh warns.

“We need to prevent the third wave. If we are hit by a third wave and have to manage
it, we have already failed.”



Socialist India Walton scores upset victory in Buffalo mayoral primary
Tal Axelrod

India Walton scored a stunning upset in the Democratic mayoral primary in Buffalo,
N.Y., putting her on track to become the city's first female executive and the country's
most high-profile socialist mayor in decades.

Facebook: India Walton Socialist India Walton scores upset victory in Buffalo
mayoral primary

Walton, a nurse and community activist, bested incumbent Mayor Byron Brown (D)
and Le'Candice Durham, a longshot candidate in the race.

The Associated Press called the race for Walton on Wednesday morning.
Walton's primary victory makes her the favorite to win the general election later this
year, given the Democratic tilt of Buffalo. A Republican has not led the city since the
Kennedy administration.

She would be the only socialist mayor in a major city. Buffalo would also be the
largest city to have a socialist mayor since Milwaukee six decades ago.

Walton said Wednesday morning she was not surprised by her victory, saying her
campaign had followed a playbook it believed would guide her to victory.

"We set out about a year ago to do exactly what we did. We knew that this race was
going to require help from outside of our local geographic area, we knew that we
needed to garner national attention to challenge a 16-year, heavily entrenched
incumbent, and the people spoke," she said on CNN.

Walton has advocated for a slew of progressive policies, including instituting rent
control, barring police from responding to mental health calls and declaring Buffalo
a sanctuary city.

"My plan is to put our resources into community, into neighborhoods and govern in a
deeply democratic-way, that the people who are governed have a say over the
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decision making process and how resources are deployed in our community," she said
Wednesday.

"We are looking forward to doing things differently, and I am so excited that we are
ushering a new era of progressive leadership in Buffalo, N.Y.," she added.

Walton's victory over Brown, who had sought a fifth term, came after the incumbent
largely shirked debates in the primary race.

The win also marks a major success for New York progressives, who appear to be on
their back foot as centrist Eric Adams leads the New York City mayoral primary.

Russia Warplane Drops Bombs to Deter U.K. Ship in First Move of Its Kind Since
Cold War
Lauren Giella

The Russian Defense Ministry said Wednesday that a Russian warship fired warning
shots and then a warplane dropped bombs to drive a British missile destroyer out of
waters near Crimea in the Black Sea.

Ben Mitchell/PA via AP This March 20, 2020 file photo shows HMS Defender in
Portsmouth, England. The Russian military says its warship has fired warning shots
and a warplane dropped bombs to force the British destroyer from Russia's waters
near Crimea in the Black Sea. The incident on Wednesday June 23, 2021, marks the
first time since the Cold War era when Moscow used live ammunition to deter a

NATO warship, reflecting soaring Russia-West tensions.

This is the first time since the Cold War that Moscow, which claims the waters belong
to Russia, has used live ammunition to deter a NATO warship.
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The U.K. Ministry of Defense denied Russia's claims about the incident. The ministry
said that the Royal Navy ship was "conducting innocent passage through Ukraine
territorial waters in accordance with international law" and that "no shots were
directed at HMS Defender and we do not recognize the claim that bombs were
dropped in her path."

No warning shots have been fired at HMS Defender.
The Royal Navy ship is conducting innocent passage through
Ukrainian territorial waters in accordance with international law.

— Ministry of Defence Press Office
(@DefenceHQPress) June 23, 2021

The destroyer is part of the U.K. Carrier Strike Group heading to the Indo-Pacific
region. Earlier this month, it was announced that the vessel would be carrying out its
"own set of missions" in the Black Sea separate from the group.

For more reporting from the Associated Press, see below:
The Russian Defense Ministry said it has summoned the U.K. military attaché in
Moscow to protest the British destroyer's maneuver.

Russia annexed Ukraine's Crimean Peninsula in 2014, a move that was not
recognized by most countries in the world, gaining access to the peninsula's long
Black Sea coastline. Russia has frequently chafed at NATO warships visits near
Crimea, casting them as destabilizing.

NATO members Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria all are on the Black Sea, but warships
from the U.S., U.K. and other NATO allies also have made increasingly frequent visits
there in a show of support for Ukraine.

Speaking Wednesday just before the incident, General Valery Gerasimov, the chief of
the General Staff of the Russian armed forces, sharply criticized the deployments of
NATO warships near Russian waters.

"The moves by warships of the U.S. and its allies have been clearly provocative,"
Gerasimov said at an international security conference in Moscow organized by the
Russian Defense Ministry. "It creates preconditions for incidents and doesn't help
ease tensions in the military sphere."

He charged that the British destroyer Dragon intruded into the Russian waters near
Crimea in October and that the U.S. destroyer John McCain violated the Russian
border in the Sea of Japan in November.

In April, Russia imposed restrictions on foreign navy ships' movements near Crimea
until November in a move that drew strong complaints from Ukraine and the West.
Russia has rejected that criticism and noted that the restrictions wouldn't interfere
with commercial shipping.

Earlier this year, Russia also beefed up its troops near the border with Ukraine and
warned Ukrainian authorities against using force to reclaim control of the country's
east, where a conflict with Russia-backed separatists has killed more than 14,000
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people in seven years. Moscow withdrew some of its forces after sweeping maneuvers,
but Ukrainian officials say that the bulk of them have remained.

The Asia-sized hole in Biden's trade agenda
Doug Palmer

President Joe Biden is trying to lead on Asia without any firm plan to go to Asia this
year.

Anna Moneymaker/Getty Images President Joe Biden and South Korean President
Moon Jae-in participate in a joint press conference in the East Room of the White

House on May 21.

The president's dearth of travel to an economically and militarily important continent
could hurt his administration's efforts to present a strategic message for trade and
alliances, leaving a vacuum that could be exploited by China. And five months into
Biden’s presidency, the new administration’s plans for engaging the fast-growing
region remains a mystery.

“As every Asian hand knows, 80 percent of success in Asia is showing up,” said Matt
Goodman, a former Obama White House official now at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies. “Because we are a Pacific power, but not an Asian country, we
have to demonstrate through our physical presence that we are committed to the
region.”

After his closely followed European trip this month, those in both the business and the
foreign policy sectors are concerned that Biden isn't capitalizing on that momentum
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as he tries to pull in allies to confront China on its trade and economic practices and
other areas of concern such as human rights.

“The key thing, frankly, is they need a very clear Asian economic strategy and plan,
including with respect to China, and that seems to be something that they are in no
hurry to generate,” said Charles Freeman, senior vice president for Asia at the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.

Because of the pandemic, the annual Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation Leaders'
Meeting in November and two other regional summits are all expected to be virtual
this year, eliminating a built-in opportunity for Biden to meet face-to-face with more
than a dozen Asian leaders over the course of a few days.
The pandemic has made planning any ambitious journey for world leaders difficult,
experts acknowledge. But even if any potential itinerary is limited, a visit would go a
long way toward accomplishing foreign policy goals.

"He’s got to get out there," Alex Feldman, president and CEO of the U.S.-ASEAN
Business Council, agreed. "This is the most consequential region of the world for the
United States across the board."

Biden will undoubtedly participate in the virtual APEC, East Asian and
U.S.-Association of Southeast Asian Nations summits slated for November, but that’s
not the same as actually traveling there and being in the same room with other
leaders.

“There is no substitute, as those of you who have covered me for a while know, for a
face-to-face dialogue between leaders. None,” Biden himself noted, after his recent
meeting in Geneva with Russian President Vladimir Putin.
But if he waits for the next cycle of summits, Biden won’t visit the region until late
2022.

What's the plan, Joe?: Southeast Asian nations are particularly eager to learn
Biden’s plans for economic engagement in the region. They have been whipsawed in
recent years by former President Donald Trump’s decision to withdraw from the
Trans-Pacific Partnership after the United States spent more than five years
negotiating the regional trade pact.

Beside visiting Japan and South Korea this year, Biden should stop in at least one
Southeast Asian country, Wendy Cutler, a former senior U.S. trade official who now
is vice president at the Asia Society Policy Institute, said in an email.

“SE Asian countries are feeling more like an afterthought right now in the Biden
team’s Asia policy,” Cutler said.

White House aides argue that Biden has hardly ignored the region, pointing out that
the first two leaders that he hosted at the White House were Japanese Prime Minister
Yoshihide Suga and South Korean President Moon Jae-in.

He also convened a virtual meeting with leaders of the Quad group of countries —
India, Australia and Japan — within two months of taking office to discuss the
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group’s goal for a “free and open Indo-Pacific.” Secretary of State Antony Blinken
and Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin made an early joint trip to Japan and South
Korea.

A bevy of other officials, including White House national security adviser Jake
Sullivan, Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman and Biden's Indo-Pacific
coordinator Kurt Campbell engage regularly with their counterparts in the region, a
White House spokesperson said. Sherman recently made three stops in Southeast Asia,
including at the ASEAN Secretariat.

Biden also is expected to attend the G-20 leaders meeting in late October in Rome,
where he will have the chance for the first time as president to meet face-to-face with
Chinese President Xi Jinping, India Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Indonesian
President Joko Widodo.
A failure to communicate: Still, Biden has not spoken yet with any of 10 leaders of
the ASEAN countries, which include Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. The regional group
has a total population of 650 million people and a combined gross domestic product
of $2.8 trillion.

In one unfortunate episode, Blinken was unable to take part in a virtual meeting with
the region’s foreign ministers in late May when he had to make an emergency trip to
the Middle East and his plane’s onboard video equipment failed to make the required
connection. State Department officials are now working to reschedule that call.

Biden also moved career diplomat Sung Kim from his post as ambassador to
Indonesia to become special envoy to North Korea, increasing the number of vacant
U.S. ambassador posts in the ASEAN region to seven, including at the U.S. mission to
ASEAN.

Most of the U.S. business community and many members of Congress believe Trump
made a colossal mistake when he pulled out of the TPP, even though his action was
popular with labor groups and many others on the left.

In the short term, Biden is unlikely to make any move to rejoin the TPP, which has
been renamed the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership by the 11 remaining members, because of concerns about potentially
losing Democratic control of both the House and the Senate in the 2022 elections.
Reflecting that caution, U.S. Trade Representative Katherine Tai has been pursuing a
“worker-centric” trade agenda, focused much more on enforcing old trade
agreements than negotiating any new pacts

Other countries not waiting: While the U.S. takes a time out from new trade
agreements, other countries are moving ahead. Last year, China and 14 other
countries in the region completed negotiations on the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership, a less ambitious alternative to the CPTPP.

Canada also recently announced plans to begin trade talks with Indonesia, which is
by far the biggest economy in ASEAN, while the United Kingdom formally kicked off
negotiations on Tuesday to join the CPTPP.
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More disturbing to many members of Congress is China's reported interest in joining
the TPP.
"That should set off alarm bells for all of us," Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.) said at a
hearing on Tuesday on how the Biden administration could engage economically in
the region.

"Regardless of the merits or demerits of the TPP, the fact was that the agreement
allowed the United States to have a seat at the table and actively help write the rules
for trade in this dynamic region of the world."

"We need to take China’s interest seriously and begin the hard work of developing a
comprehensive policy toward re-engagement with our allies in this part of the world.
Simply put, we find ourselves at a crossroads, with an excellent opportunity to
re-engage in the region in a way that benefits U.S. interests and re-asserts U.S.
leadership in the region," Carper added.

One option for the Biden administration would be to build on the Digital Economy
Partnership Agreement negotiated by Singapore, Chile and New Zealand, or to craft
new nonbinding disciplines for digital trade in the APEC regions, whose 21 members
include China as well Japan, South Korea and six ASEAN countries, Goodman said.

That “would be a huge step forward,” Feldman said, acknowledging the political
difficulty that Biden faces in pursuing a much more ambitious trade initiative in the
region in the next 18 months.

“You’ve got to be realistic about the trade agenda, and what can be accomplished
before the midterms. But you’ve got to, at a minimum, articulate an agenda,"
Feldman said.

Surfside building collapse latest: 159 still unaccounted for as death toll rises
ABC News



As the investigation into the residential building that collapsed in Surfside, Florida,
continues, Miami-Dade County Mayor Daniella Levine Cava told ABC News Friday
that three more bodies have been pulled from the rubble, bringing the death toll to
four.
The three people were found Thursday night and have not yet been identified, the
mayor said.

"I do want to emphasize that 102 people have been accounted for and that number is
way up from the original count and so we're very, very grateful for the hard work of
our firefighters on the scene working throughout the night day and night from above
and from below," Levine Cava said.

But at a Friday morning press conference, she announced that 159 people remain
unaccounted for.

President Joe Biden approved a Florida emergency declaration early Friday after the
residential building in Miami-Dade County partially collapsed, trapping dozens
under mounds of rubble.

AERIAL SHOTS of Florida building collapse that left at least one dead, 99 missing
(AFP)
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Gerald Herbert/APWorkers use a lift to investigate balconies in the still-standing
portion of the building, as rescue efforts continue where a wing of a 12-story

beachfront condo building collapsed, late on Thursday, June 24, 2021, in the Surfside
area of Miami.

A White House statement released at around 1 a.m. ET confirmed the president
authorized the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) "to coordinate all disaster relief efforts which have the
purpose of alleviating the hardship and suffering caused by the emergency on the
local population, and to provide appropriate assistance for required emergency
measures..."

FEMA was authorized to identify, mobilize and provide equipment and resources to
alleviate the impacts of the emergency, the statement read.

That includes "debris removal and emergency protective measures, including direct
federal assistance."

Levine Cava said she is "so grateful to the president" for his efforts to help Surfside
as they try to understand and get through this tragedy.

"He called me yesterday morning, asked me what I needed. I told him FEMA would
be a great, great assist to us, and he moved mountains," the mayor said.

Friday morning, authorities -- with the help of structural engineers on the scene -- are
still trying to understand the cause of the collapse, and rescue efforts remain in effect.
Levine Cava said there is no evidence to indicate that the collapse was a result of foul
play.



If You Live Here, Prepare for an Onslaught of This Dreaded Pest
Allie Hogan

As if the challenges of enduring a drought weren't hard enough, experts say there
will soon be an onslaught of one dreaded pest in a handful of U.S. states. Research
shows that at least seven states across the midwest will see a rise in grasshoppers.

Some areas are already experiencing a spike in these pests, with farmers reporting
the insects' irreparable damage to their crops. The Associated Press referred to the
impending occurrence as "a plague of voracious grasshoppers.

If You Live in These States, Report This Bug to Local Officials.In response to the
deluge of grasshoppers, which is expected to peak in about two months, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) is embarking on what may be the largest
grasshopper-killing campaign since the '80s.

According to the AP, in an effort to mitigate the grasshoppers' damage to the
economy, the USDA will be spraying with pesticides to kill grasshopper nymphs
before they become full-grown adults.

The first round of spraying will take place over about 3,000 square miles of Montana,
which is chunk of land twice the size of Rhode Island.Montana is already seeing a
major increase in grasshoppers.

Resident Frank Wiederrick told the AP, "They're everywhere." He added that
"drought and grasshoppers go together and they are cleaning us out." Grasshoppers
thrive in warm, dry weather, which makes a drought the perfect time for these bugs to
wreak havoc.

Experts told the AP that we could continue to see climbing numbers of grasshoppers
year over year as climate change alters rainfall patterns. Per the news outlet, federal
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officials said if the rising population of grasshoppers isn't taken care of, it could lead
to a spike in beef and other crop prices.

In about two months, grasshopper nymphs will grow to reach full-size (about two to
three inches) and become so prevalent that they will be able to eat more plant matter
than cattle can, University of Dayton insect ecologist Chelse Prather, PhD, told the
AP.

Although she said the insects will begin to dissipate when food sources run out by
then, they will have likely already laid their eggs for the following year, which will
cause another large grasshopper population boom in 2022.



A 2021 grasshopper "hazard map" from the USDA predicts that in some areas of
seven states, there will be at least 15 insects per square yard. Read on to see if your
state will be affected.

If You Live in These States, Don't Drive With Your Windows Down, Officials
Warn.Read the original article on Best Life.

As if the challenges of enduring a drought weren't hard enough, experts say there will
soon be an onslaught of one dreaded pest in a handful of U.S. states. Research shows
that at least seven states across the midwest will see a rise in grasshoppers.

Some areas are already experiencing a spike in these pests, with farmers reporting
the insects' irreparable damage to their crops. The Associated Press referred to
the impending occurrence as "a plague of voracious grasshoppers."

In response to the deluge of grasshoppers, which is expected to peak in about two
months, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is embarking on what may be the
largest grasshopper-killing campaign since the '80s. According to the AP, in an effort
to mitigate the grasshoppers' damage to the economy, the USDA will be spraying with
pesticides to kill grasshopper nymphs before they become full-grown adults.

The first round of spraying will take place over about 3,000 square miles of Montana,
which is chunk of land twice the size of Rhode Island. Montana is already seeing a
major increase in grasshoppers. Resident Frank Wiederrick told the AP, "They're
everywhere."

He added that "drought and grasshoppers go together and they are cleaning us out."
Grasshoppers thrive in warm, dry weather, which makes a drought the perfect time
for these bugs to wreak havoc.

Experts told the AP that we could continue to see climbing numbers of grasshoppers
year over year as climate change alters rainfall patterns. Per the news outlet, federal
officials said if the rising population of grasshoppers isn't taken care of, it could lead
to a spike in beef and other crop prices.

In about two months, grasshopper nymphs will grow to reach full-size (about two to
three inches) and become so prevalent that they will be able to eat more plant matter
than cattle can, University of Dayton insect ecologist Chelse Prather, PhD, told the
AP. Although she said the insects will begin to dissipate when food sources run out by
then, they will have likely already laid their eggs for the following year, which will
cause another large grasshopper population boom in 2022.

Harris looks to shift the narrative at the southern border
Eugene Daniels, Anita Kumar and Melanie Zanona
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AP photo - Jacquelyn Martin

The Biden administration is insisting that Vice President Kamala Harris’ trip to the
U.S.-Mexico border today is not about politics. But the politics of immigration are
unavoidable as Harris tours a U.S. Customs Border Patrol central processing facility,
receives a briefing and meets with immigration advocates in El Paso, Texas.

And allies and fellow Democrats agree the trip was absolutely necessary to put weeks
of bruising Republican criticism on the issue behind her — and to serve as a
counterpoint to former President Donald Trump’s visit to a different part of the
border next week.

“This is a great opportunity for the vice president to be able to talk about the ways in
which this administration has undone the damage of the previous administration and
put in place something new and better,” said Sergio Gonzales, executive director of
Immigration Hub, and former Harris senate aide.

“If they don't tell that story, Republicans will fill the vacuum with their own story.”
The GOP gleefully labeled Harris the “border czar” after President Joe
Biden tasked her with finding solutions to the crises in Central America driving
migrants to attempt to seek refuge in the United States.

Aides continued to press for months that Harris wasn’t focused on the border but
rather the root causes of migration, and insisted she wouldn’t go there just for a
photo-op. They also said Harris would be visiting the border at some point, but on
their own terms.

But the question of when she would go to the border dominated the news coverage of
her trip to Guatemala and Mexico earlier this month, particularly after she
impatiently waived off the question in an interview with NBC’s Lester Holt. “And I
haven't been to Europe,” Harris said. “I don’t understand the point that you’re
making.”
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The vice president’s office was far less dismissive in explaining the purpose of her trip
to El Paso, where she’ll be accompanied by Homeland Homeland Security Secretary
Alejandro Mayorkas, Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Dick Durbin (D-Ill), and Rep.
Veronica Escobar (D-Tex.), who represents the El Paso area.

Symone Sanders, the vice president’s senior adviser and chief spokesperson, said
Harris was visiting the El Paso section of the border because it was where
Trump’s family separation was piloted and “has an important story to tell. It is an
important part of what is happening at the border writ large and important progress
has been made.” Two people familiar with the situation added that part of the reason
is also because El Paso is in less of a crisis than other areas.

“It's a much more secure location than the Brownsville area or some parts of the
Arizona area,” according to a former Obama official who is close to the Biden White
House. “And so if you're trying to show that the border is secure, you would be much
more likely to go to El Paso.”
Still, the overall number of border crossings remains high. More than 180,000 were
recorded in May, only a slight increase over April but the most since March 2000,
according to Customs and Border Protection statistics.

The Biden administration has continued to use a Trump-era policy, often dubbed Title
42 in reference to the U.S. code, to effectively seal the border, arguing migrants could
pose a health risk during the Covid outbreak. The numbers of crossings are expected
to surge when Title 42 is lifted.

Republicans have already seized on that point, accusing Harris of choosing to go to
El Paso because Escobar has been more supportive than Democrats who represent
the Rio Grande Valley, including Reps. Henry Cuellar and Filemón Vela.

Chip Somodevilla/Getty ImagesRep. Veronica Escobar (D-TX) speaks during a news
conference with fellow congressional Democrats in the Lyndon B. Johnson Room at

the U.S. Capitol on September 9, 2019 in Washington, DC.
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GOP critics also say the timing of the vice president’s trip was no coincidence: They
think Harris was just trying to get down there ahead of Trump, who is set to visit
McAllen, Texas, 800 miles away, on Wednesday with a group of House Republicans
and Republican Texas Gov. Greg Abbott. And they were quick to credit the former
president for putting pressure on the VP over the issue.

"It's clear the sole reason Kamala Harris is going to the border is because President
Trump announced his trip. No one disputes this,” Trump spokesperson Liz
Harrington said.

“That's not leadership, that’s political panic."

A person close to Trump said Republicans are closely watching whether Harris will
meet with rank-and-file border agents and whether their comments will be released to
the public or visible by the media.
Sanders batted down questions on the timing of the trip, saying it was scheduled today
because the timing “made sense” for Harris and folks on the ground.

“This administration does not take their cues from Republican criticism, nor from the
former president of the United States of America,” Sanders said.

White House aides instead insist that the visit is a natural extension of Harris’s
foreign trip. “It's totally natural for someone working on these issues to [have] gone
abroad and engage with these countries overseas to now come back and be like, ‘OK,
what does this irregular migration look like on this other end? And what are some
things that we need to keep in mind going forward?’” one administration official
said.

But even some White House allies say the Trump factor was part of the calculation.

“Nothing will make Joe Biden's border policies and immigration policies seem more
popular than if Donald Trump makes himself the contrast,” said an immigration
advocate close to the White House.

“Trump's immigration policies were a huge drag on the Republican Party in 2017,
2018 and 2020. I truly can't think of anything that's more useful for the White House
politically, when it comes to the border, then if Donald Trump wants to remind people
like what he did down there, and that they hated that.”

In a new memo obtained by POLITICO, three immigration groups — Immigration
Hub, America’s Voice and Fwd.com — noted that voters approve of Harris tackling
the issue but that the administration is failing to get the message out on what it’s
doing on immigration.

Biden’s approval rating on immigration was just 36 percent, with 57 percent
disapproving, and his marks on how he’s handling the situation at the border is
similar, 35 percent to 54 percent.
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But the polling, conducted just before Harris went to Guatemala and Mexico,
indicates immigration could be politically helpful to Democrats if they can better
explain their policies.

“Democrats and the Biden administration are realizing this is a politically losing
situation for them to continue to ignore the crisis at the border,” said Rep. Jim Banks
(R-Ind.), head of the Republican Study Committee.

“And President Trump forced their hand. Vice President Harris wouldn’t be going if
President Trump wasn’t going next week. Without a doubt.”

AP Photo/Alex Brandon Ranking member Jim Banks of Ind., speaks during a House
Committee on Armed Services Subcommittee on Military Personnel hearing on

Capitol Hill on March 16, 2021.

Yet Republicans clearly plan to keep pounding hard on the immigration issue, which
is red meat for their base. Some Republicans even took a victory lap yesterday amid
the Harris border trip news.

“Kamala caves!” tweeted Republicans on the House Judiciary Committee. “It’s
about time,” said Rep. Brian Babin (R-Texas), who will join Trump at the border. “91
days later…,” noted Rep. Ken Buck (R-Colo.).

At least one Republican, however, welcomed the news with open arms — and sans
snark. “I hope she’s going there to solve the problem,” said Rep. Claudia Tenney
(R-N.Y.). “Which would be great. It’s a good step.”

Administration aides say the trip does not signal a portfolio change for Harris.
Sanders says Friday “will inform this root causes strategy that the administration will
release in the coming weeks.” But aides also know the trip isn’t going to stop
Republicans from continuing to paint Harris as the border czar.

https://www.politico.com/news/2021/04/23/gop-biden-immigration-border-problems-484383


Allies, however, are hoping the trip does help clean up some of the political criticism
Harris garnered after her trip to Guatemala and Mexico earlier this month.

“If the vice president with a record in immigration is a child of immigrants who can
be an incredibly historical and inspiring figure shows up, and stays true to that, then
it'll be a complete win for her against all conventional wisdom.

If ‘don't come’ vice president shows up, then this is going to be a problem,” said a
person in touch with the White House about the trip.

Why Russia's Black Sea Threats Were a Huge Win For Putin Against the West
Brendan Cole

Getty Image

Like when a teacher hears separate accounts of a playground scrape, the accounts by
London and Moscow about a spat in the Black Sea were so different, you could be
forgiven for wondering if they were talking about the same incident.

The contested versions of events started on Wednesday when Russia's defense
ministry announced its border patrol vessel had fired "warning shots" to deter the
Royal Navy's HMS Defender as it sailed from Odessa, Ukraine to Georgia.

Moscow also said it deployed Su-24 aircraft to drop bombs along the route of the
vessel's route, which it accused of encroaching three kilometers (1.8 miles) into
Russian waters as it passed Cape Fiolent, Crimea.

The U.K Ministry of Defence (MOD) countered by saying no shots had been fired,
and that Moscow's claims that bombs were dropped in the vessel's path and the ship
had changed course, were wrong too.
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"It is fairly clear that overall, the picture that has emerged shows that Russia is
making it up," said Keir Giles, senior consulting fellow of the Russia and Eurasia
Program at London's Chatham House think tank.

Jeff J Mitchell/Getty HMS Defender on the River Clyde on November 29, 2013 in
Glasgow, Scotland. Jeff J Mitchell/Getty

"However, that is not with some self-inflicted injuries on the U.K. side along the
way," he told Newsweek.

Sensing a narrative warfare opportunity, Russia got ahead of the U.K in shaping the
messaging about the incident.

Also, aboard HMS Defender were British journalists whose accounts presented a far
more dramatic story of high seas drama involving Russian fighter jets buzzing the
ship which was jarred with the MOD's statements which played down events.

"The U.K. has shot itself in the foot by not putting out a consistent message and
therefore leaving itself open to doubt and making people more inclined to trust
Russia," Giles said, "Russia also knows that a lot of people abroad will believe what
Russia says."

Even if a factcheck debunks Moscow's claims, the Kremlin has achieved its goal of
promoting a narrative for its domestic audience that Russia faces a hostile foreign
threat which it is more than capable of seeing off.

Giles said that Russia had wanted to portray that there had been a highly dangerous
situation which risked miscalculation and the possibility of a direct clash which could
spiral.



SERGEI ILYIN/Getty Russian President Vladimir Putin on a boat during trip on the
Black Sea on May 29, 2021. SERGEI ILYIN/Getty

"The key ingredient missing from this message is that, invariably, it is Russia that is
provoking the dangerous situations it is complaining about," Giles said.

The U.K., along with the international community, does not recognize Russia's claim
on Crimea which Moscow annexed in 2014. So in the words of the British MOD, the
destroyer was simply conducting an "innocent passage" through Ukrainian territorial
waters.

However, on Thursday, Russian deputy foreign minister Sergei Ryabkov ramped up
the rhetoric, reiterating Russia's claim on the peninsula and saying that Moscow,
"can appeal to common sense, demand international law be respected and, if this
does not help, we can bomb," if it needed to protect its borders.

"That was a much more carnivorous statement than we have had from the foreign
ministry," said Mark Galeotti, honorary professor at University College London's
School of Slavonic and East European Studies.

"The problem is that the Russians are locked into a rhetorical arms race in that if they
are ever more downbeat, then people read all kinds of messages into it," he
told Newsweek.

"So in some ways to maintain the impact of their statements, it has to be that bit more
more extreme, that more dramatic each time."

The MOD said gunfire in the area was part of a pre-planned Russian naval exercise
several miles away.

In any case, the Russian defence ministry, usually eager to tweet video of Russian
confrontations with NATO aircraft, released video of jets buzzing Defender, and other
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surveillance tape. But nothing seemed to back up its claims that shots were fired,
forcing HMS Defender to alter course.

Moscow's claims were eye-opening enough, and if true, would be the first time Russia
had fired on a British warship in more than a century, when a Bolshevik submarine
torpedoed a destroyer in the Gulf of Finland in 1919.

So for a long time, Russia has held aspirations to control the Black Sea, or at least to
deny non-Black Sea states opportunity for power projection in the area.

"In the early Cold War years, (former Soviet leader Joseph) Stalin had sought to
accomplish this by imposing Soviet control on the Turkish straits but he was
frustrated in these efforts," said Sergey Radchenko, a Russia expert and professor of
international relations at the U.K's Cardiff University in the U.K.

"Since the Soviet collapse, the emergence of Ukraine as a Black Sea power, and
frequently tense relations between Moscow and Kyiv, have made Russia's aspirations
seem even more remote," he told Newsweek.

Also looming in Moscow's calculus are the NATO-led Sea Breeze military
exercises starting Monday, notwithstanding the relatively warm words President
Vladimir Putin had for his American counterpart after the Geneva summit.

"Rhetorically at least, Moscow still insists that the Black Sea is for Black Sea states,
and has repeatedly complained about NATO's exercises and intelligence gathering in
the area," Radchenko said, describing Wednesday's incident as "part of a
choreographed ritual—it entailed a degree of brinksmanship on both sides."

The U.K. did intend to tweak the nose of the Kremlin and managed to assert its right
to make a freedom of navigation in international waters, reject Russia's claims on
Crimea and show support for Kyiv.

However, even if Moscow may not have convinced many beyond its borders, the
Kremlin narrative of Russian aggression deterring a NATO ally was lapped up
domestically and within Moscow's security and policy making realms.

"There is an element that this is a Greek tragedy where everyone knows their lines,"
said Galeotti. "If Britain is there in the Black Sea, they are going to challenge
Russia's claim over Crimea. "

"If the Brits are going to pass the southern tip of Crimea, of course the Russians had
to act, because otherwise they would be implicitly acknowledging the international
case—everyone was just playing out their part."

"The interesting thing was that this time, it was a little bit more extreme."

https://www.newsweek.com/russia-practices-firing-missiles-black-sea-us-allies-enter-it-training-1603127
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